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With the integration of renewable energy into the grid, the traditional power
system stability faced by huge challenges, and the development of integrated
energy system, it is of essence to improve the coupling of multiple integrated
energy systems of different types, management in the integrated energy system
and reduce the pressure of communication and computing, in this paper, we
construct a distributed Newton algorithm based on Newton’s method to
accelerate the solving speed, which decreases the times of iterations to reduce
the pressure of communication and calculation, saving the cost of operation.
Besides, privacy protection is particularly important for a distributed control
system, under the premise that calculation speed is guaranteed, meanwhile,
privacy protection of all agents in an integrated energy system is also critical.
This study uses annular directed distributed algorithm to enhance the privacy of
integrated distributed energy systems in the intelligent body, so as to fully ensure
the privacy safety of all agents in the system. Moreover, the forementioned
difference Newton algorithm in this study avoid the behavior of Zeno, greatly
accelerating the speed of iteration and finding the best energymarket price,. At the
same time, the privacy safety of all agentsin the distributed energy system are
ensured. Finally, a distributed integrated energy system based on the algorithm
proposed by this study has went through theoretical proof and simulation
experiment, whose result shows the validity of the algorithm.
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1 Introduction

Recent years have seen the need to bring a major shift of energy source from coal to and
electricity in an attempt to ensure power supply Therefore, renewable energy is connected to
the power system, which can ensure sustainable and reliable power supply. Despite
unprecedented challenge and change, the traditional power system gradually
transformed into new power system generating clean energy. However, as the new
energy power systemincreasing in scale, it still faces numerous challenges, such as new
balance system and complex security mechanism. The introduction of the integrated energy
system canmeet the regional energy demand and themulti-source strategy development is of
great significance, that said, the key still lies in safeguarding regional energy safety and stable
operation of energy system.
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For the traditional electric power system, renewable energy is
introduced into too little, therefore, most of the scholars at home and
abroad research contains only a single power network (YANG and
WANG, 2021), and for the centralized algorithm. These algorithms
included multi-objective optimization scheduling (Zhang et al.,
2020), mixed nonlinear programming (Marty et al., 2017),
(Hemamalini and Simon, 2009) Newton method, and traditional
iterative methods (Lin and Viviani, 1984) (Hemamalini and Simon,
2009) to solve the non-convex participant energy management
problem in centralized energy systems. The literature suggests
that centralized algorithms can more accurately obtain optimal
values (Hemamalini and Simon, 2009), and are fast and easy to
design. However, using centralized algorithms requires significant
computational resources and communication costs, and damage to
the central agent can be difficult to recover, such as (Yin et al., 2018).
To address the aforementioned challenges, a distributed algorithm
has been proposed by relevant scholars, which effectively overcomes
the issue of handling large volumes of data and prevents problems
such as information processing. The distributed algorithm
encompasses the following aspects: Chow initially proposed a
numerical method for consistency that was utilized by foreign
scholars to solve the problem of distributed energy scheduling
(Zhang and Chow, 2012). For a single distribution power grid,
the primary consideration is the impact of electricity prices on power
consumption (Xie et al., 2022a). Moreover, the robustness and
control of the micro grid must be taken into account (Xie et al.,
2022b), while optimization of parallel distribution in weak power
grids is achieved through the application of the method of group
economical ICA and the NSGA-II (Nie et al., 2023), (Zhong et al.,
2022), which aims to identify the optimal operating point for the
micro grid. The optimization of the micro grid mainly includes
approaches such as neural network-based methods (Zhang et al.,
2023), alternating direction multiplier methods (Gao et al., 2022)
(Zhu et al., 2022), and dynamic programming (Yang and Yang,
2022). Scholars, such as Yang Ping, have proposed the GPS model in
light of the relationship between information flow and energy flow,
and have also developed optimal control strategies to explore the
micro grid (Yang and Yang, 2022). The aforementioned research
effectively addresses the challenges associated with communication
and computing stress in traditional micro grid control centers. In
addition, due to the use of distributed methods, the absence of a
control center ensures that local damage has minimal impact on the
entire system. However, the research only focuses on electricity and
does not consider other forms of energy. With the constant
improvement of the proportion of new energy power system,
balance system, the security mechanism of the new type of power
system problems such as challenged, in this case, the collaborative
optimization of a variety of energy for the stability and security of the
power system is obviously much better than a single grid. In this
context, some scholars have proposed the concept of an integrated
energy system that differs from single energy networks. Considering
multiple energy networks together can enhance the effect of energy
optimization, but it also increases the complexity of the
transformation mechanisms across various forms of energy, such
as electricity, gas, and heat, in both time and space scales (Lv, 2022).
Consequently, the comprehensive optimization of an integrated
energy system is more challenging than optimizing a single grid
(Schfer et al., 2018). To address these issues, scholars have developed

distributed computing methods for finding optimal values in
integrated energy systems. Many studies by domestic and foreign
scholars have proposed distributed non-iterative algorithms for
multi-agent coordination optimization problems (Tan et al.,
2019; Tan et al., 2021). For instance, one study (Munshi and
Mohamed, 2019) proposed an unsupervised algorithm that uses
electric meter data to determine electrical load parameters, while
another study (Zhang et al., 2017) introduced the mixed alternating
direction multiplier method to solve the coupling relationship
between various forms of energy in the integrated energy system.
Scholars such as Zhang have applied the integrated energy unit and
alternating direction multiplier method to address the multivariate
coupling between electric and heat energy systems and solve
coordination problems between the energy networks (Zhang
et al., 2017). On the basis of previous research, scholars both at
home and abroad have mainly focused on the optimization of
distributed optimization methods in integrated energy systems
with regards to convergence speed. This has been done by
addressing issues such as information attacks (Zhao et al., 2016;
Duan and Chow, 2019), non-convexity of energy systems (Chen and
Zhao, 2019; Huang et al., 2019; Li et al., 2019), and so on.

Although about the optimal management of traditional
integrated energy system research have been studied from
many aspects, can meet the balance between supply and
demand, energy scheduling and achievements, but the
traditional studies in distributed energy system, between the
iterative speed and privacy protection problems still exist,
Literature (Zhang et al., 2017; Li et al., 2020) has shown that
when the iteration speed is slow, it is possible to ignore the kink
behavior, which can lead to a loss in wireless loop. The traditional
energy management approach is thus faced with the challenge of
being too slow for a long period of time, resulting in delayed
energy supply during emergencies and inevitable loss. Pressure is
too large and integrated energy systems of communication,
iterative speed too slow, resulting in the high cost problem.
Based on the above analysis, this paper combined with the
ring to algorithm design difference Newton’s method, Newton
method and greatly accelerate the iteration speed, reduce the
number of iterations, delay to solve energy, reduce
communication and computing pressure, privacy protection
and integrated energy systems between adjacent agent. The
main contributions of this paper are as follows.

1) The difference Newton’s method is proposed based on the
Newton’s method. In comparison with the traditional
approach, this method is characterized by a faster rate of
iteration and a reduced number of iterations. Consequently,
in the context of an integrated energy system, it can
significantly reduce communication and computational
overhead and mitigate energy latency.

2) The ring-based distributed algorithm is employed in the
integrated energy system to ensure privacy protection among
its participants. Conventional algorithms rely on participants to
protect their privacy, but they require the exchange of adjacent
information such as energy input/output power and energy price.
In this regard, the use of the ring-based distributed algorithm
effectively addresses this issue by providing complete privacy
protection for all participants.
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3) To avoid the divergence of Newton’s method during the
downhill, a kino line may occur where the algorithm iterates
indefinitely within a limited time, leading to an infinite loop. To
prevent this behavior, the proposed algorithm in this paper is
designed to avoid kino behavior.

The paper is structured as follows: In the first section, the
integrated energy system established in this study is introduced,
along with the function and constraint conditions for each
participant’s cost in the system. The second section describes the
Difference Newton’s method employed in this paper (DNEA) and
how it addresses the energy coupling issue. The third section
provides a proof of DNEA’s speed, convergence, optimality, and
avoidance of kino behavior. The fourth section presents a simulation
validation of the proposed DNEA algorithm in the established
integrated energy system. Finally, the fifth section offers
concluding remarks.

2 Models of IES

The composition of body, specifically its internal structure,
comprises various energy devices that serve distinct functions. 1)
The power generation device includes distributed coal-fired
generators, gas generators, solar generators, wind turbines,
and energy storage systems. 2) The heating device comprises
distributed coal-fired heat production devices, distributed
combustion gas heat production equipment, photovoltaic
production engines, and distributed storage devices. 3) The
thermal electric power plant machine. 4) The distributed gas
suppliers constitute the remaining energy equipment. Each of
these energy bodies accommodates three energy types, namely,
electricity, gas, and heat, which need to be considered while
accounting for electricity price fluctuations, load-side random
scheduling, and demand response for electricity, gas, and heat.
Because in traditional power system load is not adjustable, so you
need to increase the “adjustable load”, such as: conversion of
electricity and heat, electricity and hydrogen between mutual
conversion, energy storage device, etc.,. This paper is suitable for
small energy network connected to the electricity grid if there are
toning, can from the grid to compensate.

The figure illustrates the encryption of data to safeguard the
privacy of each pluripotent micro power grid in the integrated
energy system. During each iteration process, the control center
establishes encrypted data to ensure secure communication.

2.1 Models of renewable energy devices

This article considers five energy bodies and takes into
account the changing demands and environmental factors
affecting the energy efficiency of each equipment within these
bodies. Based on this, the following constraints have been
established.

1) Distributed energy physical quantity balance constraints

Pex
i,T �

∑
i∈Κpg

i

Pg
ij,T + ∑

i∈Κpc
i

Pc
ij,T + ∑

i∈Κpes
i

Pes
ij,T + ∑

i∈Κpchp
i

Pchp
ij,T + ∑

i∈Κpp
i

Pp
ij,T

+ ∑
i∈Κpw

i

Pw
ij,T − ∑

i∈ΚΛ
i

ΛPr
ij,T( + ΛPcl

ij,T
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(1)

Type: Pex
i,T for the ith a total electricity energy body; ∑

i∈Κpg
i

Pg
ijT for gas

supplier by air to turn electric power. ∑
i∈Κpc

i

Pc
ij,T as the coal to produce

electricity, ∑
i∈Κpes

i

Pes
ij,T as the energy storage equipment to produce

electricity. ∑
i∈Κpchp

i

Pchp
ij,T for cogeneration plant producing; ∑

i∈Κpp
i

Pp
ij,T for

photovoltaic generation; ∑
i∈Κpw

i

Pw
ij,T for wind power generation;

ΛPr
ij,T for the necessary power to the load side, ΛPcl

ij,T for electric
power loss when converted into heat. This paper only considers the
electric load that is converted to heat load, and not the heat load
converted to electricity load case. Κpg

i ,Κpc
i ,Κpes

i ,Κpchp
i ,Κpp

i ,Κpw
i ,ΚΛ

i

respectively represent the ith coal-fired generator set, energy storage
device, gas supplier collection, cogeneration unit set, pv electricity
production device set, load, and fan electricity production device
under given energy body scenarios.

Hex
i,T �

∑
i∈Κpg

i
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ij,T + ∑

i∈Κpc
i

Hc
ij,T + ∑

i∈Κpes
i

Hes
ij,T

+ ∑
i∈Κpchp

i

Hchp
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⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭ (2)

Gex
i,T � ∑

i∈Κgas
i

Ggas
ij,T − ∑

i∈ΚΛ
i

Hg
ij,T( + Pg

ij,T + ΛGcl
ij,T

⎞⎟⎟⎠ (3)

For each CLP energy body, the production amount of
equipment for gas and heat must remain equal to the difference
between the total load and the exchange of energy on the load side
during operation. In addition, the exchange of distributed energy
should satisfy the following constraints:

Regarding the heat transfer in type 2) variables, the concrete
form of electricity exchange is as follows: the same redundancy
avoidance applies, and it is not presented here. 3), Gex

i,T indicates
the remaining gas amount for the ith energy body; Ggas

ij,T

represents the gas quantity supplied by gas suppliers; ΛGcl
ij,T

denotes the gas volume lost when converted into other energy
forms. In this article, Pex

i,T and Hex
i,T are regulated as the timing for

discharge or exothermic processes, while negative values indicate
electricity or heat absorption. Pes

ij,T andHes
ij,T represent timing for

energy storage devices to emit or absorb electric heat; negative
values indicate electricity and heat energy storage devices’
absorption.

2) Considering the randomness, volatility, and renewable energy
output fluctuation value limit conditions, the following
expressions apply:

Pp,min
ij,T ≤Pp

ij,T ≤Pp,max
ij,T (4)

Pw,min
ij,T ≤Pw

ij,T ≤Pw,max
ij,T (5)

Hp,min
ij,T ≤Hp

ij,T ≤Hp,max
ij,T (6)
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Type: Pp,min
ij,T , Pw,min

ij,T ,Hp,min
ij,T for renewable energy to produce power

and thermal power limit, Pp,max
ij,T , Pw,max

ij,T , Hp,max
ij,T for renewable

energy to produce power and thermal power limit. Renewable
energy constraints are designed with consideration for the
renewable energy capacity confidence interval and prediction
error, expressing the randomness and volatility of renewable
energy (Zhang et al., 2017).

As a renewable energy source, solar electricity is widely utilized
currently; however, its volatility and randomness necessitate the
inclusion of photovoltaic (pv) motor and solar heating into the
following functions:

C Pp
ij,T( ) � αp,pij,TP

p
ij,T + βp,pij,T exp εp,pij,T

Pp,max
ij,T − Pp

ij,T

Pp,max
ij,T − Pp,min

ij,T

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ + κp,pij,T (7)

C Hp
ij,T( ) � αh,pij,TH

p
ij,T + βh,pij,T exp εh,pij,T

Hp,max
ij,T −Hp

ij,T

Hp,max
ij,T −Hp,min

ij,T

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ + κh,pij,T (8)

Type: αp,pij,T, β
p,p
ij,T, ε

p,p
ij,T, κ

p,p
ij,T, α

h,p
ij,T, β

h,p
ij,T, ε

h,p
ij,T, and κh,pij,T are the cost

coefficients.
Fan electricity production cost function:

C Pw
ij,T( ) � αp,wij,TP

w
ij,T + βp,wij,T exp εp,wij,T

Pw,max
ij,T − Pw

ij,T

Pw,max
ij,T − Pw,min

ij,T

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ + κp,wij,T (9)

Type: αp,wij,T、 βp,wij,T、 εp,wij,T、 κp,wij,T of cost coefficient.
Note: this article does not consider the relationships between

kW and heat, electricity, and gas; therefore, the comprehensive
energy kW should be applied to all energy units involved.

3) Considering coal heating device, coal thermal power plant and
cogeneration plant output fluctuation value limit condition are:

Pc,min
ij,T ≤Pc

ij,T ≤Pc,max
ij,T (10)

Hc,min
ij,T ≤Hc

ij,T ≤Hc,max
ij,T (11)

Pchp,min
ij,T ≤Pchp

ij,T ≤Pchp,max
ij,T (12)

Hchp,min
ij,T ≤Hchp

ij,T ≤Hchp,max
ij,T (13)

Type: Pc,min
ij,T , Hc,min

ij,T , Pchp,min
ij,T , and Hchp,min

ij,T represent the lower limits
for the power supply of Tmoment coal-fired thermal power equipment,
coal heating equipment, and cogeneration plant heating power,
respectively; Pc,max

ij,T , Hc,max
ij,T , Pchp,max

ij,T , and Hchp,max
ij,T respectively

denote the upper limits for the power supply of T moment coal-
fired thermal power equipment, coal heating equipment, and
cogeneration plant heating power, respectively.

4) Coal-fired thermal power equipment, coal heating equipment,
and combined heat and power output ramping restrictions are as
follows:

−Pc,ccl
ij,T ≤Pc

ij,T − Pc
ij,T−1 ≤P

c,ccl
ij,T (14)

−Hc,ccl
ij,T ≤Hc

ij,T −Hc
ij,T−1 ≤Hc,ccl

ij,T (15)
−Pchp,ccl

ij,T ≤Pchp
ij,T − Pchp

ij,T−1 ≤P
chp,ccl
ij,T (16)

−Hchp,ccl
ij,T ≤Hchp

ij,T −Hchp
ij,T−1 ≤Hchp,ccl

ij,T (17)

Type: Hc,ccl
ij,T , P

chp,ccl
ij,T , and Hchp,ccl

ij,T represent the maximum change in
T moment coal-fired thermal power equipment compared to T-1 h,

the maximum change in T moment coal-fired heat production
equipment compared to T-1 h, and the maximum change in T
moment cogeneration equipment compared to T-1 h for electricity
and heat production, respectively. Pc

ij,T−1,H
c
ij,T−1, P

chp
ij,T−1, andH

chp
ij,T−1

denote the initial production of T-1 coal-fired thermal power
equipment, T-1 coal-fired heat production equipment, and T-1
cogeneration plant for electricity and heat, respectively.

Coal is commonly used in energy bodies to produce electricity
and heat, and its consumption characteristics are determined by the
energy size produced at time T. Although its stability is reliable, it
causes a certain level of environmental pollution and is subject to
ramping constraints. The cost functions for coal-fired generators
and heat production engines are as follows:

C Pc
ij,T( ) � αp,cij,T Pc

ij,T( )2 + βp,cij,TP
c
ij,T + εp,cij,Te

κ
p,c
ij,TP

c
ij,T + λp,cij,T (18)

C Hc
ij,T( ) � αh,cij,T Hc

ij,T( )2 + βh,cij,TH
c
ij,T + εh,cij,Te

κh,cij,TH
c
ij,T + λh,cij,T (19)

Type: αp,cij,T, β
p,c
ij,T, ε

p,c
ij,T, κ

p,c
ij,T, λ

p,c
ij,T, α

h,c
ij,T, β

h,c
ij,T, ε

h,c
ij,T, κ

h,c
ij,T, λ

h,c
ij,T are cost

coefficients, with R being positive.
As an energy body, the CLP cogeneration unit exhibits a thermal

coupling relationship with its main equipment. The cost function is
determined by the simultaneous production of electric and thermal
energy, and its output falls within a specific range. The cogeneration
unit cost function is as follows:

C Pchp
ij,T,H

chp
ij,T( ) � αp,chpij,T Pchp

ij,T( )2 + βp,chpij,T Pchp
ij,T + εh,chpij,T Hchp

ij,T( )2
+ λh,chpij,T Hchp

ij,T + ηchpij,T (20)

Type: αp,chpij,T , βp,chpij,T , εh,chpij,T , λh,chpij,T , ηchpij,T represent the cost coefficients.

5) Distributed gas supplier supply constraints are given by the
following expression:

0≤Ggas
ij,T ≤Ggas,max

ij,T (21)

Type: Ggas,max
ij,T represents the maximum gas supply provided by

gas suppliers at time T. Gas, gas electricity production, and gas
used as fuel for electricity and heat production exhibit similar
characteristics to coal-fired capacity. The size of energy produced
at time T determines the real-time fuel consumption amount,
with combustion gas suppliers supplying gas within a specific
range.

6) Resistance and energy storage restrictions for energy storage
devices and heat values are as follows:

Pes,min
ij,T ≤Pes,n

ij,T−1 − Pes
ij,T

∣∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣∣≤Pes,max
ij,T (22)

Hes,min
ij,T ≤Hes,n

ij,T−1 − Hes
ij,T

∣∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣∣≤Hes,max
ij,T (23)

Ges,min
ij,T ≤Ges,n

ij,T−1 − Ges
ij,T

∣∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣∣≤Ges,max
ij,T (24)

Type: Pes,min
ij,T , Hes,min

ij,T , Ges,min
ij,T represent the lower limits of T

moment heat storage equipment, storage equipment, and gas
storage capacity, respectively. Pes,n

ij,T, H
es,n
ij,T, G

es,n
ij,T denote the storage

of heat, electricity, and gas for T-1 h heat storage, storage equipment,
and gas equipment, respectively. Pes,max

ij,T , Hes,max
ij,T , Ges,max

ij,T represent
the upper limits of storage capacity for electricity, heat, and gas at
time T.
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7) Electricity, heat, and energy storage device discharge and power
change constraints are as follows:

Pes,min
ij,T ≤ Pes

ij,T

∣∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣∣≤Pes,max
ij,T (25)

Hes,min
ij,T ≤ Hes

ij,T

∣∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣∣≤Hes,max
ij,T (26)

Ges,min
ij,T ≤ Ges

ij,T

∣∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣∣≤Ges,max
ij,T (27)

Type: Pes,min
ij,T ,Hes,min

ij,T ,Ges,min
ij,T represent the lower limits for discharge

and energy absorption of storage, heat storage, and gas storage
equipment, respectively. Pes,max

ij,T , Hes,max
ij,T , Ges,max

ij,T denote the upper
limits for discharge and energy absorption of storage, heat storage,
and gas storage equipment, respectively.

Energy storage devices store energy when electricity prices are
low and release energy when prices are high, playing a regulatory
role. Consequently, they are essential equipment within energy
bodies. Due to varying factors across different types of energy
storage devices, a unified storage device cost function is
established as follows:

C Pes
ij,T( ) � αp,esij,T Pes

ij,T + βp,esij,T( )2 + λp,esij,T (28)
C Hes

ij,T( ) � αp,esij,T Hes
ij,T + βp,esij,T( )2 + λp,esij,T (29)

Type: αp,esij,T , β
p,es
ij,T , λ

p,es
ij,T , α

p,es
ij,T , β

p,es
ij,T , λ

p,es
ij,T represent cost coefficients.

8) Gas-to-electricity transfer and thermal conversion rates are as
follows:

Pes
ij,T � αGpes

ij,T (30)
Hes

ij,T � βGhes
ij,T (31)

Type: a and b represent the gas-to-electricity and heat conversion
rates, respectively. Gpes

ij,T and Ghes
ij,T denote the capacity for electricity

and heat conversion, respectively.

9) Lateral load consumption of electricity and heat cost functions
are as follows:

C Plp
ij,T( ) � αp,lpij,T Plp

ij,T( )2 + λp,lpij,TP
lp
ij,T + εp,lpij,T (32)

C Hlh
ij,T( ) � αh,lhij,T Plh

ij,T( )2 + λh,lhij,TP
lh
ij,T + εh,lhij,T (33)

Type: Plp
ij,T, Hlh

ij,T represent load side electricity and heat
consumption, respectively. αp,lpij,T , λ

p,lp
ij,T , ε

p,lp
ij,T , α

h,lh
ij,T, λ

h,lh
ij,T, and εh,lhij,T

are positive cost coefficients.

2.2 The interests of the function

The benefit of the energy body function revenue function and
cost function are two parts, and the mathematical expression is as
follows:

Ψi,T� Oi,T − Ci,T (34)
Type: Ψi,T represents the ith a energy body in T time overall
interests, Oi,T means the energy body in T moment ith total
earnings, Ci,T refers to the case of an energy body in T time ith
the total cost. The specific expressions for the profit function and
cost function in Eq. 34 are as follows:

Oi,T � Κuse
ij,T + prpTP

ex
i,T + prhTH

ex
i,T + prgTG

ex
i,T (35)

Ci,T � C Pp,s
ij,T( ) + C Ph,s

ij,T( ) + C Pchp
ij,T, H

chp
ij,T( ) (36)

Κuse
ij,T � −ηpij ΛPr

ij,T( )2 + ]pijΛPr
ij,T − ηhij ΛHr

ij,T( )2 + ]hijΛHr
ij,T (37)

C Pp,s
ij,T( ) � C Pp

ij,T( ) + C Pw
ij,T( ) + C Pc

ij,T( ) + C Pg
ij,T( ) + C Pes

ij,T( )
(38)

C Ph,s
ij,T( ) � C Hp

ij,T( ) + C Hc
ij,T( ) + C Hg

ij,T( ) + C Hes
ij,T( ) (39)

Type: Κuse
ij,T represents the energy utilization function for the energy

system on the load side, ηpij, ]
p
ij, η

h
ij, ]

h
ij are cost coefficients. pr

p
T, pr

p
T,

prpT denote the electricity, heat, and gas prices at time T, respectively.
C(Pp,s

ij,T) and C(Ph,s
ij,T) represent the cost of producing electricity and

heat for all equipment except cogeneration units at time T.

2.3 The objective function

This study focuses on the optimization of an integrated energy
system that aims to coordinate the use of different types of energy,
such as electricity, gas, and heat, with the goal of reducing
production costs and improving energy efficiency. Specifically, we
investigate the collaborative optimization of three energy supply and
demand types, namely, electricity, heat, and gas. The energy
conversion model is employed to allow for price adjustments
among the three types of energy (Yu-Shuai et al., 2020). We
strive to achieve a globally optimal solution that takes full
advantage of the complementary characteristics of various energy
sources to obtain the most economic price, while ensuring the
balance between energy supply and demand. The optimization
problem is formulated as (34), using a modified version of
Newton’s method, known as the difference Newton’s method, to
speed up the algorithm iteration and reduce communication and
computational pressure. The objective function is expressed as type
(40), which represents the overall benefits of the entire energy
system, while ensuring that the net energy value is zero, thus
guaranteeing the balance between energy supply and demand.
The function expression is presented below.

max Object � ∑n
i�1
Ψi,T (40)

∑n
i�1
Pex
i,T � 0,∑n

i�1
Hex

i,T � 0,∑n
i�1
Gex

i,T � 0 (41)

3 The algorithm design

3.1 The traditional Newton iteration method

The traditional numerical method referred to as Newton’s
method is commonly utilized to solve nonlinear equations.
Within integrated energy systems, collaborative optimization can
utilize the traditional Newton’s method to solve complex
optimization models. The basic idea of this method is to
iteratively solve equations of zero and determine the direction of
the next iteration through the first-order approximation of the
equation. In practical applications, the traditional Newton
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method can achieve optimal cooperation among parties based on the
integrated energy system states and parameters of continuous
optimization. When addressing comprehensive power, heat, and
gas optimization problems in energy systems, the traditional
Newton method can be applied to solve conflicts and coordinate
energy sources to realize optimal system synergy (Tan and Li, 2022).

3.2 DNEA algorithm design

In integrated energy systems, each energy entity is equipped
with its own processor. Nonetheless, the absence of a centralized
system causes a distributed structure which lacks significant
communication and computing power. Consequently, the
computing capability of each processor in the energy entity is
limited. When faced with the high-speed and high utilization of
renewable energy, the conventional algorithm struggles to compute
the parameters in a distributed energy system. To tackle this
challenge, this study introduces the difference Newton’s method
as a solution. This method is designed to resolve issues with slow
calculation speed and communication and computing pressure. By
applying the difference Newton’s method to every energy entity
during the calculation process, the computational speed is
significantly enhanced, while maintaining a balance between
supply and demand and maximizing profit. The following
outlines the design of the difference Newton’s method in the
calculation process of the integrated energy system.

Due to the convex nature of the cost function designed in this
paper, the derivative of the energy body’s benefit function for all
participants is the iterative price prpTη

p
ij, pr

h
T, pr

g
T. To ensure the

maximization of the overall interests objective function of the energy
system, this study assumes that each participant achieves the same
benefits for the same unit of electricity and heat, namely, prpT � prhT.
The specific algorithm design process is as follows:

dC Pp
ij,T( )

dPp
ij,T

� dC Hp
ij,T( )

dHp
ij,T

� ...... � prp,hT,1 (42)

Type: Given the goal of finding the optimal balance between
supply and demand conditions for the maximum overall energy
interests, the price of electricity and heat is assumed to be the same.
Hence, the price of electricity and heat are represented by prp,hT,1. The
derivative of the cost function for the remaining energy body
participants equals prp,hT,1, which is not elaborated upon further to
avoid redundancy. The sum of electricity and heat provided by all
participants in the energy body is calculated as S(Λp,h

T,1).

S Φr
T,1( ) � S Φp,r

T,1( ) + S Φh,r
T,1( ) (43)

Type: S(Φp,r
T,1), S(Φh,r

T,1) denote the sum of electricity and heat
required by the load side participants at the given prices,
respectively. This study assumes a 1:1 conversion efficiency for
electricity and heat, resulting in the need for electricity and heat
by the participants. The difference between supply and demand
balance values is calculated using the following formula:

The difference between the value of ζ sdT,1 between the supply and
demand balance values at this time is calculated using the following
formula:

ζ sdT,1 � S Λp,h
T,1( ) − S Φr

T,1( )∣∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣∣ (44)
dC Pp

ij,T( )
dPp

ij,T

� dC Hp
ij,T( )

dHp
ij,T

� ...... � prpT,2 (45)

Assuming that the second energy iteration price is prp,hT,2, the
total energy provided by the participants is S(Λp,h

T,2), the total energy
required is S(Φr

T,2), the imbalance of supply and demand is ζ sdT,2, and
the second parameter is conceptually the same as the first parameter
formula. The computation formula is as follows:

prp,hT,3 � prp,hT,2 − ζ sdT,2
prp,hT,1 − prp,hT,2

ζ sdT,1 − ζ sdT,2
(46)

Type: according to the relationship between price and the
imbalance between supply and demand, if all functions are linear
and the balance between supply and demand is guaranteed, the
energy price is prp,hT,3. Due to the linear overtaking convex function,
the imbalance of supply and demand and the demand for ζ sdT,3 and
S(Φr

T,3) are met, respectively. Using prp,hT,2 and prp,hT,3 as the new
iteration prices, the next iteration price is found by repeating the
process until meeting |ζ sdT,i|< υaT,i: type: ζ sdT,i is the ith iteration
imbalance between supply and demand, and υaT,i is the allowed
error range. For all participants in the energy body, the changes in
electricity, heat, and gas provision correspond to the price changes of
each iteration prp,hT,i .

3.3 Ring signature algorithm design

This paper ensures privacy among all participants in the
integrated energy system by initializing the encrypted energy data
as PHed

T . For the first integrated energy system, the energy body’s
privacy increases with each iteration, as each iteration process, PHed

T

modifies the initial encrypted data. This prevents the encrypted data
from being guessed with increasing iteration numbers, thus avoiding
privacy leaks for all participants in the integrated energy system. The
ring signature algorithm is used as the basis for data transmission in
integrated energy systems, with the formula as follows:

PHed
ij,ki � PHed

ij,i−1 + PHed
T (47)

Type: In the first i-1 iterations, energy body information PHed
ij,ki

is introduced into the ith energy body, and PHed
ij,i−1 denotes the real

information of the ith energy body. The information transfer
direction is shown in Chart 1. This process strengthens privacy
protection among energy bodies, ensuring each energy body’s
privacy and fully protecting the privacy of all agents in the
system. This is an improvement compared to traditional privacy
protection, which does not adequately protect privacy between
integrated energy system energy bodies.

4 DNEA algorithm theory to prove

4.1 DNEA iteration speed

Setting parameters δ, ∀δ ∈ R+, R+ denotes all positive values. The
traditional iterative method using Newton’s method establishes an
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adjustment volume of each time as ζ sd,traT,i , and meeting ζ sd,traT,i , and
∀|ζ sd,traT,i |< δ. Therefore, the average adjustment volume for the
traditional iteration method is:

ζ sd,traT,i,ave � ∑n
i�1
ζ sd,traT,i /N (48)

Type: The total number N for iteration, ζ sd,traT,i ∀|ζ sd,traT,i |< δ.
Then, N is the number of iterations, with ∀|N|> δ. An inequality
exists such that |ζ sd,traT,i,ave|≤ δ, and the iterative algorithm designed in
this paper is based on the traditional Newton iteration method,
employing the Newton difference method. In the early stages of the
iterative algorithm presented in this paper, the adjustment of the
imbalance of supply and demand ζ sd,eaT,i prp,h,eaT,3 does not satisfy the
price inequality ∀|ζ sd,eaT,i |< δ, ∀|prp,h,eaT,3 |< δ, and the iteration process
is repeated. Later in the iteration, the imbalance of supply and
demand approaches ζ sd,laT,i , and the iterative prices approach prp,h,laT,3 ,

∀|ζ sd,eaT,i |< δ, and ∀|prp,h,eaT,3 |< δ. Gradually, the material difference

satisfies Equation ζ sdT,i,ave � ∑n
i�1
ζ sdT,i/N, on average, it does not meet the

equation for ζ sdT,i ∀∑n
i�1
ζ sdT,i < δ, ζ sdT,i,ave does not meet the ∀ζ sdT,i,ave < δ. In

summary, the iteration algorithm ζ sdT,i,ave > ζ
sd,tra
T,i,ave designed in this

paper improves upon the traditional Newton iteration method. This
proof demonstrates that, within the same number of iterations, the
difference Newton method achieves a smaller imbalance between
supply and demand, significantly enhancing the iteration speed of
the integrated energy system and reducing the amount of
computation.

4.2 DNEA convergence is proved

Starting with the first iteration, prp,hT,1, pr
p,h
T,2, are the calculated

prices for the second iteration. Due to price changes, the imbalance
of supply and demand alters the value of ζ sdT,1−2. The corresponding
relationship between price and the supply-demand imbalance
assumes a linear characteristic between price and supply. The
new iteration price prp,hT,3 is determined when supply and demand
are balanced. The first iteration point is connected to the second
iteration point on the price and supply function, with a linear slope
of fprp,hT,12

′. Lagrange’s theorem indicates that there is a point ε1
between the first and second iteration points with a slope
satisfying fε1

′ � fprp,hT,12

′. The second iteration point is connected to
the third iteration point, with a linear slope of f

prp,hT,23

′. Similarly, it can
be found in the two point ε2, fε2

′ � f
prp,hT,23

′ , by the nature of the convex
function, the inequality of fε1

′ >fε2
′ , therefore, inequality

fprp,hT,12

′ >fprp,hT,23

′. It is also known that, ensuring that the units

change with Δprp,hT,i , Δζ
sd
T,i , the change in becomes progressively

smaller. Thus, the iteration points for the balance between supply
and demand, obtained by linear prediction, do not exceed the supply
and demand balance formed by the convex function.

4.3 DNEA optimality

In the energy body, a balance between supply and demand for
electricity and heat must be maintained. Electricity and heat
conversion are employed to compensate for energy deficiencies.

Assuming equal prices for electricity and heat, if the energy body
lacks a heat quantity ofHnow

ij,T ,H
lack
ij,T , the surplus electricity and power

are Pnow
ij,T , Plack

ij,T , respectively. If electricity is not used for heat
conversion, an increase in price for this portion of heat is
required prh,chT , prh,unitT � Hlack

ij,T /pr
h,ch
T , with and satisfying the

equation. As the cost function of all participants in the energy
body is convex, thus the prh,unitT >prp,hT,i , and the energy and power
for the excess production unit price are prp,unitT . The convex function
properties indicate that the energy cost function has a larger slope
for a larger y, with the slope representing the energy unit price.
Therefore, the inequality prh,unitT >prp,hT,i >pr

p,unit
T is obtained,

ensuring that equal prices for electricity and heat result in the
largest gains for the energy body.

4.4 DNEA kinetic behavior analysis

This section provides mathematical proof that the difference
Newton iterative algorithm designed in this paper effectively avoids
kinetic behavior. Based on the convergence proof, the difference
Newton designed in this paper gradually tends toward a supply and
demand balance of 0. Setting parameter σaisdT as the allowablemaximum
imbalance between supply and demand, the energy system is triggered
from the beginning and iterates infinitely. The first time the supply and
demand equilibrium is reached is at time T, and |ζ sdT,i|< σaisdT satisfies the
supply and demand imbalance ζ sdT,i. It can be concluded that
convergence has been achieved, eliminating the need for further
triggering and avoiding infinite iterations within a limited time, thus
preventing kinetic behavior.

5 DNEA algorithm simulation analysis

To verify the algorithm presented in this manuscript, a testing of a
distributed algorithm based on differential points andNewton’smethod
was performed on an energy system described in Appendix 5, wherein
the fundamental parameters of the simulation device are exhibited.
Figure 1 portrays the integrated energy system under consideration. A
condition is stipulated in this paper, wherein the energy supply and
demand must remain within 10 kW of each other to achieve a balance
between energy production and consumption. The algorithm was
designed to accomplish this goal, and it achieved the desired balance
within five iterations. The simulation process is as follows.

5.1 DNEA simulation analysis iteration speed

A comparison between the iterative processes of the distributed
algorithm based on differential points and Newton’s method and the
traditional finite difference algorithm was conducted on five energy
systems with unbalanced supply and demand. The simulation results,
depicted in Figure 2, demonstrate that the differential points Newton
algorithm achieved a supply and demand balance of less than 10 kW
within the fifth iteration without causing any disturbances. In contrast,
the traditional algorithm failed to reach the optimal balance even after
50 iterations. Dichotomy optimization for the iterative error is small, the
eight time but also known from the analysis of the simulation, the final
results, not avoid kino, cannot ensure the final iteration for optimal
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results. Simulation results depicted in Figure 2, Figure 3 indicate that all
participants in the energy system, designed in this manuscript, achieved
rapid convergence to the optimal forecast price point while ensuring a
balance between supply and demand. These results verify the feasibility
and effectiveness of the algorithm presented in this paper. The
differential points Newton algorithm was employed to calculate the
energy system under conditions of supply and demand balance, which
yielded faster iteration speeds compared to traditional computing
methods by several orders of magnitude. Consequently, energy
losses, delays, and communication costs were considerably reduced,
leading to more efficient energy systems.

5.2 DNEA simulation convergence analysis

In this paper, an integrated energy system has been
designed. The simulation diagram presented in Figure 4,

Figure 5, Figure 6 depicts the supply side, and reveals that
the total electricity generated is 69828694.93 kW. The final
values of heat and gas are 35815789.39 kW and
368579.09 kW, respectively. The relevant parameters, such as
the change of price and the fast convergence to phase, contribute
to achieving a stable state. As a result, the aforementioned values
remain practically unchanged.

Furthermore, it is worth noting that Newton’s method, when
used in this study, yields highly accurate and reliable calculation
results. Moreover, it significantly reduces the communication and
computation workload associated with the distributed energy
system, facilitating a fast scheduling process and ensuring a
steady state energy system. As shown in Figure 7, the power
supply amounts to 72907191.36 kW, and the heating load

FIGURE 1
DNEA algorithmic trading structure.

FIGURE 2
IES difference flow chart of Newton’s method.

FIGURE 3
the balance between supply and demand iteration curve.
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reaches 32737316.53 kW, thereby achieving a balance between
supply and demand.

Combining the simulation results presented in Figure 4,
Figure 5, Figure 6, Figure 7, Figure 8, it can be concluded
without surprise that by utilizing the difference Newton’s
method, this study is capable of rapidly achieving a stable state,
while simultaneously ensuring that the results remain stable post
convergence.

5.3 Ring to privacy protection analysis

Traditional algorithm (Tan and Li, 2022) privacy often meet:

MplT � AcT*NaT
2

(49)

Type: MplT refers to privacy, and AcT, represents average
connectivity, the term NaT denotes an agent. Combined with the
simulation Figure 9 shows in conventional privacy protection
algorithms, an increase in the number of agents and average
connectivity leads to a gradual enhancement in privacy levels.
However, in this study, the researchers have designed a distinct
Newton algorithm with a ring structure. In this approach, the
growth in the number of agents and average connectivity does
not result in elevated privacy levels, but rather maintains
comprehensive privacy protection for the agents involved.

FIGURE 4
electricity price, heat price change curve.

FIGURE 5
energy demand curve.

FIGURE 6
power supply curve to the participants.

FIGURE 7
heating participants curves of heating load.
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5.4 Usage scenarios and limit analysis of the
algorithm

The utilization of the DNEA algorithmic approach is not applicable
within the context of an integrated energy system, as the cost function
follows a convex pattern. This system is characterized by
interconnections, and it should not be employed in scenarios with
high-quality energy standards, such as parks, intelligent buildings,
hospitals, among others.

6 Conclusion

The calculation speed for the traditional iterative algorithm
was evaluated multiple times, and each participant achieved the
optimal convergence value. This confirmed the feasibility and
stability of the proposed algorithm. However, it should be noted
that this algorithm is not suitable for participants in the energy
system with convex cost functions and constraints. Future
scholars may explore non-convex cost functions and
constraints to further develop the proposed algorithm. One
limitation of this paper is that it did not address the non-
convex cost function and constraints for the proposed
algorithm.
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